The causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun (Bantu B87, DRC): Semantic split or phonemic merger?
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Abstract

In Mbuun (B87), a Bantu language spoken in the Bandundu Province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, the valency-increasing functions of the causative and the applicative have, to a certain extent, the same formal expression. They are encoded morphologically by a derivational suffix which has an uncharacteristic morphophonological realization. It triggers the gemination of the root-final consonant. In this paper, we examine whether this causative/applicative isomorphism is the result of a semantic split or rather the outcome of a phonemic merger. In the first case, the semantic extension must have happened from applicative to causative rather than the cross-linguistically more common evolution from causative to applicative, since the consonant gemination associated with these forms has its origin in the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-id-. In the case of a phonemic merger, however, this applicative suffix would have become homophonous with an originally distinct suffix having a causative effect as the result of convergent morphophonological change. This morpheme cannot be the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici-, which still has a residual causative use in Mbuun.

1. Introduction

In Bantu languages, as in most other languages in the world, applicative and causative morphemes are usually clearly distinct. Umbundu (R11), for instance, has a causative suffix -is- (1a) and an applicative suffix -il-, which is subject to
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both vowel and nasal harmony (1b) (Schadeberg 1990: 24–25). Leboale (C44) has a causative suffix -is- (2a) and an applicative suffix with three allomorphic realizations: -tl- ~-i- ~-i- (2b) (Motingea 2005: 84–85). The respective causative and applicative suffixes of both languages are cognate. The causative suffixes are reflexes of *-ici-, which Bastin (1986) reconstructed to Proto-Bantu (PB) in allomorphic variation with a short causative suffix *-i-, see also Schadeberg (2003: 73). The applicative morpheme is in both cases a reflex of the PB suffix *-td- (Meeussen 1967: 92; Schadeberg 2003: 74).

(1)  
(a) Umbundu causative suffix
   ókuwá ‘fall’ → ókuwisà ‘let fall, fell’
   ókuténda ‘count’ → ókuténdisà ‘make count’
   ókulandà ‘buy’ → ókulandisà ‘sell’
(b) Umbundu applicative suffix
   ókulýá ‘eat’ → ókulilà ‘eat for’
   ókuténda ‘count’ → ókuténdelà ‘count for’
   ókulimà ‘cultivate’ → ókulimilà ‘sell’

(2)  
(a) Leboale causative suffix
   -yám- ‘stand’ → -yám-is- ‘put up’
   -wán- ‘see’ → -wán-is- ‘show, teach’
(b) Leboale applicative suffix
   -gáí ‘share’ → -gáí-is ‘share with’
   -tíí ‘cut’ → -tíí-i ‘cut for’
   -kúmb- ‘carry’ → -kúmb-i ‘carry to’

In Mbuun (B87), a Bantu language spoken in the Bandundu Province of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, applicative morphology and causative morphology are to a certain extent identical in form, as suggested by the few examples in (3).

(3)  
(a) Mbuun Applicative
   ka-ból ‘to beat’ → ka-bólle ‘to beat for’
   ka-kón ‘to plant’ → ka-kónne ‘to plant for’
(b) Mbuun Causative
   ka-bel ‘to boil (intr.)’ → ka-belle ‘to boil (tr.)’
   ka-kóon ‘to lose weight’ → ka-kóonne ‘to make lose weight’

2. Bantu languages cited for the first time in this paper will be followed by their Guthrie reference code (Guthrie 1971; Maho 2003).
3. In this paper, we only consider the Mbuun variety spoken in the neighbourhood of Idiofa, which is the mother tongue of the second author.
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In this paper, we examine whether this causative/applicative syncretism is the result of a phonemic merger or whether it is the outcome of a semantic split. In the first case, originally distinct applicative and causative morphemes would have become homophonous as a result of convergent (morpho)phonological change. In the latter case, the causative morpheme would have become associated with applicative functions as is often observed cross-linguistically (Shibatani & Pardeshi 2002). Or, it may be possible that the applicative morpheme adopted a causative meaning; a semantic shift which is typologically rather rare. In Section 2, we show that the applicative morpheme in Mbuun is a fully productive reflex of PB *-id-, but with a peculiar morphophonological realization. In Section 3, the canonical uses of the applicative in Mbuun are considered. In Section 4, we examine the residual uses of the PB causative suffix *-ici- in Mbuun, while Section 5 describes those derived verbs, which are similar in shape to true applicatives, but behave semantically and syntactically as causatives. In Section 6, we try to account for the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun as the outcome of semantic split. In Section 7, phonemic merger entailing homonymy is considered as a possible historical explanation. In Section 8, we explain how consonant gemination became morphologized as an applicative marker in Mbuun, even in morphologically complex verbs which were originally not applicative. Conclusions are presented in Section 9.

2. Morphophonological realization of the applicative suffix in Mbuun

In this section, we argue that applicative morphology in Mbuun has its origin in the Proto-Bantu suffix *-id-, but that its morphophonological realization is quite uncharacteristic across Bantu. It is relatively easy to describe, but more difficult to analyse.

Mbuun has seven distinctive vowels: ie ea ao ou. The second degree vowels /e/ and /o/ are often realized as [i] and [u] respectively, without phonological contrast with [e] and [o] or obvious contextual conditioning. Most Mbuun verb roots have a -CVC- structure with -CV:C- and -CGVC- as subtypes. Unlike many other Bantu languages, the final vowel is generally not realized in Mbuun. Hence, an underived verb stem normally has the same structure as the root, unlike the canonical underived Bantu verb stem, which is -CVC-V. If such a stem is applicativized, no -VC- suffix is added, as is commonly the case in Bantu. The root-final consonant is doubled and followed by /e/, as shown in (4). When the root-final consonant is /r/, it is turned into /u/, as in the second example in (4).
(4) **ka-sís** ‘to leave’ → **ka-sísse** ‘to leave for’  
**ka-téer** ‘to shell, husk’ → **ka-téette** ‘to shell, husk for’  
**ka-shen** ‘to carry’ → **ka-shørne** ‘to carry for’  
**ka-puup** ‘to blow’ → **ka-puuppe** ‘to blow for’  
**ka-kón** ‘to plant’ → **ka-kórne** ‘to plant for’  
**ka-tól** ‘to collect’ → **ka-tólle** ‘to collect for’

If we assume that these applicative forms are built on the Proto-Bantu morpheme *-id-,* it seems as if this suffix underwent metathesis and its consonant was fully assimilated to the root-final consonant, except when the latter is /r/ and entails a geminated /t/. The geminated nature of the final consonant in applicativized verbs may be difficult to perceive for non-native speakers at normal speech speed. At slow speed, however, it is unmistakable, since an epenthetic vowel /e/ breaks up the consonant cluster, e.g., -kórne → -kórne, -sísse → -sísse, -puupe → -puupepe. The final /e/ in Mbuun applicative forms is the regular reflex of the vowel of the reconstructed applicative suffix *-id-.*

When the root vowel is /a/, not only is consonant gemination in applicativized verb forms observed, but also a mutation of the root vowel. As shown in (5), /a/ becomes /e/ when it is short and /ee/ when it is long. The variation between a short /e/ and a long /ee/ can be considered allophonic, since the prolongation of /e/ does not occur in Mbuun (Mundeke 2006: 39).

(5) **ka-sál** ‘to weed’ → **ka-séelle** ‘to weed for’  
**ka-lab** ‘to follow’ → **ka-lebba** ‘to follow for’  
**ka-láam** ‘to cook’ → **ka-léemme** ‘to cook for’  
**ka-baal** ‘to speak’ → **ka-beelle** ‘to speak for’

The mutation of the root vowel /a/ in these applicative forms can be analysed as an umlaut effect, i.e., the anticipated assimilation of the root vowel to the vowel of the following syllable (cf. Bussmann et al. 1996: 502). This sound shift is also attested diachronically, as shown in (6). It also occurs in other languages of the area, such as Ding (B86) and Yans (B85) (Daeleman 1977; Koni Muluwa & Bostoen 2011; Rottland 1977).

---

4. In Mbuun, the consonants /t/ and /r/ are in allophonic distribution. The latter only occurs word-finally (Mundeke 2006: 19). Diachronically, /r/ is also the regular reflex of *t* in word-final position, while /t/ is retained elsewhere, e.g., *thátá ‘father’ > tár.
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(6) *-tààd’í ‘snake’ > ntéts
*-tààdè ‘iron, metal’ > ntél
*-pàng ‘sister’ > mpréñ
*gààdí ‘oil’ > métèets
*-kààdí ‘wife’ > âkèt’s
*-kààpí ‘paddle’ > nkèy

Related to this mutation of the /a/ root vowel is the diphthongization of the root vowels /a/ and /o/, which is also observed in closeley related languages (Daeleman 1977; Koni Muluwa & Bostoen 2011; Rottland 1977). This mutation occurs in certain Mbuun applicative forms, but strangely enough, as shown in (7), only systematically when the verb takes a 1sg object marker.

(7) N-kwénne ‘plant for me’ vs. m’-kónne ‘plant for him’ (<-kón)
m-bwèlle ‘beat for me’ vs. m’-bólle ‘beat for him’ (<-ból)
n-twèlle ‘collect for me’ vs. m’-tölle ‘collect for him’ (<-töll)
N-lwèbble ‘fish for me’ vs. m’-l’olle ‘fish for him’ (<-l’öll)

The 1sg object marker is the only one to take the shape -N-. All others have -(C)V-. It is not clear, however, how this could explain why diphthongization is solely observed in this context. The change of the mid back vowels /a/ and /o/ into a rising diphthong with a final mid front vowel having the same aperture degree is also observed diachronically, when a front vowel follows in the next syllable. This is illustrated by the agent nouns in (8a). The common Bantu agentive suffix *-i triggered the diphthongization of the preceding back vowel before being deleted through word-final vowel loss, which is regular in Mbuun. Underived nouns having a mid back V₁ and a front V₂, as in (8b), underwent the same diachronic sound shift. Hence, the applicative verbs with a 1sg object marker in (7) are most likely retentions. The absence of diphthongization in the applicative of verb roots with a mid back vowel would then be an innovation. This is corroborated by the fact that diphthongization is still sporadically observed in applicative verbs which do not have a 1sg object marker; see for instance the verb form wákwerbbe in example (50d), which is derived from the verb -koba ‘put on weight, fatten’, listed in (40). In any case, it is not clear why the archaic form was only preserved in the presence of a 1sg object marker.

(8) a. ka-kón ‘plant’ vs. o-kwén ‘cultivator’ (<*-kün-i)
ka-bór ‘give birth’ vs. o-bwèr ‘parent’ (<*-böt-i)
ka-kàts ‘bewitch’ vs. o-lwèts/o-lòts ‘witch’ (<*-dögt-i)
ka-lìñ ‘teach’ vs. o-lwèñ ‘teacher’ (<*-döng-i)
Root vowel mutations in derived applicative verbs, as illustrated in (5) and (7), are reminiscent of a common Bantu phenomenon known as ‘imbrication’ (Bastin 1983). It is a process whereby certain verbal suffixes merge or whereby a suffix gets infixed into certain verb roots. It results in a morpheme fusion characterized by the loss of the consonant of the infixed morpheme and the insertion of its vowel in front of the preceding consonant leading to vowel contact. The process can be summarized as follows: $V_1C_1V_2C_2V_3 \rightarrow V_1V_2C_1V_3$.

In Bantu, imbrication is most often observed with the perfect and/or past tense suffix *-ide, but it also occurs with applicative suffix *-id- and causative suffix *-ici- in certain languages. The contraction of $V_1$ and infixed $V_2$ generally produces an output similar to those in (5) or (7). In spite of these resemblances and in contrast to an earlier analysis (Mundeke 2006: 53), we believe that imbrication does not convincingly account for the phenomena described above.

Firstly, imbrication most often involves the fusion of one of the above suffixes with a preceding suffix, either a derivational suffix or an unproductive root extension. The infixation of a suffix into the CVC root itself is only observed with a very limited set of verbs, such as *-bón-∼-món- ‘see’. In Mbuun, however, all verb roots fulfilling the right conditions undergo the sound changes described above when they are applicativized. Moreover, imbrication habitually results in long vowels. In the case of Mbuun applicatives, this is not the case. Vowel length is never created, only maintained. Moreover, applicativization in Mbuun systematically involves consonant gemination. This is never observed with imbrication, which always involves the deletion of $C_2$. Finally, imbrication does not account for the final vowel observed in Mbuun applicatives.

---

5. This Mbuun noun is not a direct reflex of the reconstruction *-jóki. The noun class prefix *bu- merged with the original noun stem and the new noun stem was reintegrated into class 9, marked by a nasal noun prefix.

6. Mbuun has a perfective suffix *-ik, which could be a reflex of *-ide, but which never triggers imbrication (Mundeke 2006: 159).

7. Imbrication accounts better for the morphophonological behaviour of the applicative suffix when it is added to a root with final coronal consonant in the nearby Bantu language Tiene (B81). Where the $C_2$ of the root is coronal, the /l/ of the applicative suffix is lost, its only reflex being the lengthening of the root vowel, e.g., *bót-a ‘give birth’ → bóot-e ‘give birth for’, *yaála-a ‘spread’ → *yaala-a ‘spread for’. However, the behaviour of the applicative suffix when it is added to a root with non-coronal $C_2$ cannot be accounted for as imbrication. In that case, the /l/ of the applicative is infixed into the root leading to a metathesis with the $C_2$ of the root, e.g., *yaal-a ‘bathe’ → *yalab-a ‘bathe for’. *bák-a ‘reach’ → *bálak-a ‘reach for’ (Ellington 1977; Hyman 2010; Hyman & Inkelas 1997). This phenomenon could be related to the facts observed in Mbuun, but a deeper analysis of the resemblances observed in the morphophonological behaviour of derivational suffixes in both languages goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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though it could be analysed as a default vowel necessary to facilitate the realization of the preceding geminated consonant.

Suffix metathesis, i.e., a -CV- realization of the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-td-, does account for the final vowel in Mbuun applicatives. However, it does not explain the occurrence of consonant gemination in applicativized verbs having a root ending in a vowel: -CV-, -CV:- or -CGV-, as in (9).

(9) a. ka-bóo ‘to break’ → ka-bwíille ‘to break for’ (*-bóód-)
   ka-bwa ‘to fall’ → ka-bwéelle ‘to fall for’ (*-bû-)
   ka-ntsii ‘to come’ → ka-ntsílle ‘to come for’ (*-jíj-)
   ka-byée ‘to deteriorate’ → ka-byéelle ‘to deteriorate for’ (*-bfíp-)
   ka-dzuu ‘to kill’ → ka-dzwille ‘to kill for’
   ka-ta ‘to adjust’ → ka-tyelle ‘to adjust for’

b. ka-kwé ‘to go’ → ka-kwéelle ‘to go for’ (< *-gend-?)
   ka-shee ‘to laugh’ → ka-shryé ‘to laugh with/about’ (< *-cèk-)
   ka-tyé ‘to draw (water)’ → ka-tyéelle ‘to draw (water) for’ (< *-ték-)

As can be seen in (9a), the geminated consonant in these cases is most often /l/, but other consonants may turn up as well, as in (9b). The origin of these consonants is not clear, since the base verbs synchronically end in a vowel. In the first example in (9a), where the base verb is a reflex of the proto-form between parentheses, it might be the original root-final consonant *d, which re-emerges or, more exactly, was retained, since /l/ is a regular reflex of *d. This might also be the case for the first verb in (9b), where the geminated consonant in the applicative form is /l/ and not /l/, if at least -kwé is indeed a reflex of *-gend-. However, for the last two verbs in (9b), also having a geminated consonant other than /l/, this assumption is less plausible, although it should be noted that both are reflexes of a root ending in /k/. For all other examples in (9), this explanation definitely fails, because /l/ is not a reflex of the reconstructed root-final consonant or because no root-final consonant was reconstructed at all. Hence, consonant gemination seems to have become generalized as a marker of applicative morphology. It can by no means be morphophonologically accounted for in the case of -CV- verbs. These verbs simply adopted geminated consonants in analogy with -CVC- verbs. Some exceptions notwithstanding, /l/ seems to have become the default consonant for gemination, if no root-final consonant is synchronically available. This is no coincidence if one
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reckons that /l/ is the regular reflex of the final consonant of the applicative suffix *-td-. The geminated /l/ observed in most forms in (9) might be the result of two successive applicative morphemes. The first fuses with the root, while the second triggers gemination through metathesis. Synchronic evidence for this assumption is provided by the loss of consonant gemination when the reciprocal/associative suffix -in- is affixed to applicativized -CV- roots, as shown in (10). This suffix is the only one which can be productively added to another suffix in Mbuun. Besides the applicative, it is only observed in combination with the causative suffix -is-, always as last element. It triggers nasal assimilation of the preceding lateral approximant, if the latter belongs to the applicative suffix.

(10) Base verb       Applicativ e       Applicative-reciprocal
ka-bwa      ka-bwéelle        ka-bwéenin
‘to fall’     ‘to fall for’     ‘to fall for each other’
ka-bóo      ka-bwíille        ka-bwínin
‘to break’    ‘to break for’    ‘to break for each other’
ka-tsi      ka-tsíille        ka-tsiínin
‘to come’     ‘to come for’     ‘to come for each other’

If the reciprocal/associative suffix is added to an applicativized -CVC- root, however, consonant gemination is maintained as in (11). If the reciprocal/associative suffix is not preceded by a geminated consonant, the verb is simply reciprocal in meaning. As can be observed in the first example below, nasal assimilation does not affect preceding lateral approximants belonging to the root.

(11) Base verb       Applicativ e-reciprocal       Reciprocal
ka-ból      ka-bólín         ka-bólín
‘to beat’    ‘to beat e.o. for’   ‘to beat each other’
ka-sís      ka-sísín         ka-sísín
‘to leave’   ‘to leave e.o. for’   ‘to leave each other’
ka-lab      ka-lébbin        ka-lébbin
‘to follow’  ‘to follow e.o. for’  ‘to follow each other’

In other words, the applicative suffix in Mbuun only takes its original -VC- form when it combines with -CV- roots. If it is not followed by the reciprocal suffix -in, a default applicative suffix is added, which acts as if it follows a -CVC- root, resulting in the characteristic morphophonological output of canonical applicatives in Mbuun, i.e., a geminated consonant.

The functional motivation for this peculiar morphophonological realization of the applicative suffix is not straightforward, but it no doubt ties in with the existence of maximality constraints on the verb stem. It is well-known that
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many north-western Bantu languages put an upper limit on the number of syllables which a verb stem may contain and strictly constrain the stacking of derivational suffixes, unlike the eastern and southern Bantu languages where verb root extensions can pile up more freely (Hyman 2004). In Mbuun, where the final vowel is normally not realized, either in verbs or in nouns, the maximum number of verb stem syllables seems to be only two, in contrast to Tiene (B81), for instance, where it is three (Hyman 2010). Longer verb stems have not been observed. This low upper limit probably explains why many verbal derivational suffixes, amongst other the causative suffix -is-, have lost their productivity (cf. Section 4), and why suffix stacking has become so rare. One would even expect suffix stacking to be impossible, except maybe in combination with -CV- roots. The fact that the applicative suffix has remained fully productive and still allows for adding the reciprocal/associative suffix -in can be attributed to its uncharacteristic morphophonological realization. Because it takes the shape -CV- instead of -VC-, it can be combined with a second derivational suffix without the verbal stem becoming more than disyllabic. To be sure, this is rather a consequence of its atypical realization than the cause.

3. Canonical use of the applicative in Mbuun

Although the morphophonological realization of the applicative is peculiar in Mbuun, its function corresponds to a large extent to the common uses of the reflexes of the suffix *-id- in Bantu. It allows a thematically peripheral argument or adjunct to be coded as a core object argument of the verb (Peterson 2007: 1). The beneficiary adjunct máám is introduced in (12a) by the preposition ŋirá meaning ‘for, in favour of, because of, due to’, but becomes a core object of the derived applicative verb in (12b).8

(12) a. o-á-kón ó-te ŋirá máám
   Sm-PRS.PROG-plant NP3-tree for mother
   ‘He is planting a tree for my mother.’

   b. o-á-konné máám ó-te
      Sm-PRS.PROG-plant.APPL mother NP3-tree
      ‘He is planting a tree for my mother.’

Semantically, the applied object prototypically has the thematic role of beneficiary as in (12b). Instrumental and locative applicative constructions do not exist in Mbuun, as shown in (13a) vs. (13b) and (14a) vs. (14b). However, in

8. Etymologically, ŋirá (lom NP9-body conn) is a prepositional phrase literally meaning ‘on the body of’.
the context of locative inversion, as in (14c), applicative morphology can be observed, but it is optional (14d) and always allows the insertion of a beneficiary object without further morphological change (14e).

(13) a. o-á-ból mó-an le o-kul
    SM₁-PRS.PROG-beat NP₁-child with NP₃-stone
    ‘He is hitting the child with a stone.’

b. **o-á-bólle mó-an le o-kul
    SM₁-PRS.PROG-beat.APPL NP₁-child with NP₃-stone
    ‘He is hitting the child with a stone.’

(14) a. taar o-á-láám m-bíts ṭ m-bvun
    father SM₁-PRS.PROG-cook NP₉-meat LOC NP₃-field
    ‘My father is preparing meat in the field.’

b. **taar o-á-léémmé m-bíts ṭ m-bvun
    father SM₁-PRS.PROG-cook.APPL NP₉-meat LOC NP₃-field
    ‘My father is preparing meat in the field.’

c. ṭ m-bvun mo-á-léémmé táár m-bíts
    LOC NP₉-field SM₁₈-PRS.PROG-cook.APPL father NP₉-meat
    ‘In the field, my father is preparing meat.’

d. ṭ m-bvun mo-á-láám táár m-bíts
    LOC NP₉-field SM₁₈-PRS.PROG-cook father NP₉-meat
    ‘In the field, my father is preparing meat.’

e. ṭ m-bvun mo-á-léémme táár bá-án
    LOC NP₉-field SM₁₈-PRS.PROG-cook.APPL father NP₂-child m-bíts
    NP₉-meat
    ‘In the field, my father is preparing meat for the children.’

Thematic roles closely related to the canonical beneficiary meaning of the applied object in Bantu are also attested in Mbuun: recipient as in (15b), maleficiary as in (16b) and reason as in (17b) and (18b) (cf. Cann & Mabugu 2007; Trithart 1983). Applied objects with purpose meanings as in (19b) seem to be unacceptable.

(15) a. mo-án ó-á-tóm 5-ŋkaan
    NP₁-child SM₁-PRS.PROG-send NP₃-letter
    ‘The child sends a letter.’

b. mo-án ó-á-tómme táár 5-ŋkaan
    NP₁-child SM₁-PRS.PROG-send.APPL father NP₃-letter
    ‘The child sends a letter to my father.’

(16) a. mo-án ó-á-shee
    NP₁-child SM₁-PRS.PROG-laugh
    ‘The child laughs.’
b. mo-án ó-á-shéyyé táar
NP₁-child SM₁PRS.PROG-laugh.APPL father
‘The child makes fun of my father.’

(17) a. mo-án ó-á-hyee
NP₁-child SM₁PRS.PROG-become.bad
‘The child becomes bad.’
b. mo-án ó-á-byélélé ngwen
NP₁-child SM₁PRS.PROG-become_bad.APPL his.mother
‘The child becomes bad due to his mother.’

(18) a. n-cús ó-á-bol
NP₉-chicken SM₁PRS.PROG-get.soaked
‘The chicken gets soaked.’
b. n-cús ó-á-bólélé m-vúl
NP₉-chicken SM₁PRS.PROG-get.soaked.APPL NP₉-rain
‘The chicken gets soaked due to the rain.’
c. n-cús ó-á-ból óggirák / le
NP₉-chicken SM₁PRS.PROG-get.soaked due.to / with
m-vul
NP₉-rain
‘The chicken gets soaked due to the rain.’

(19) a. mo-íb ó-á-dzúú óggirá n-dzim
NP₁-thief SM₁PRS.PROG-kill for NP₉-money
‘The thief kills for money.’
b. **mo-íb ó-á-dzwillélé n-dzím
NP₁-thief SM₁PRS.PROG-kill.APPL NP₉-money
‘The thief kills for money.’

Syntactically, the applicative suffix canonically increases the verb’s valency with one argument: an intransitive verb becomes transitive, as in (20a) vs. (20b), a transitive ditransitive, as in (21a) vs. (21d), and a ditransitive tritransitive, as in (22a) vs. (22b). The object licensed by the applicative suffix is immediately post-verbal and precedes the demoted object(s) of (d)transitive underrived verbs.

(20) a. maam o-á-lel
mother SM₁PRS.PROG-weep.APPL
‘My mother weeps.’
b. maam o-á-lélélé mó-an
mother SM₁PRS.PROG-weep.APPL NP₁-child
‘My mother weeps for the child.’

(21) a. maam o-á-súm é-pis
mother SM₁PRS.PROG-buy NP₉-cloth
‘My mother buys cloths.’
Objects of transitive base verbs do not entirely lose their object properties in applicative constructions. Object markers may substitute both the first (beneficiary) and second (patient) object in the verb. If both objects belong to the same noun class (23a), there is some degree of ambiguity, as in (23b) and (23c). When both objects belong to different noun classes, as in (24), no ambiguity is possible. The object marker referring to the beneficiary is always immediately to the left of the verb root. However, certain applicative verbs, such as -picce in (25), do not allow double object marking when one or both have an inanimate referent, while others, such as -konne in (26), do allow it. Applicative constructions manifest the same objecthood properties as inherently ditransitive verbs, such as -pa in (27).

(23) a. taar o-á-bóllé máám (n) mó-an (p)
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-beat.APPL mother NP1-child
   ‘Father beats the child for mother.’

   b. taar o-á-mó-bóllé máám
      father SM1-PRS.PROG-OM1-beat.APPL mother
   i. ‘Father beats it for mother.’
   ii. ‘Father beats mother for it.’

   c. taar o-á-mó-mó-bolle
      father SM1-PRS.PROG-OM1-OM1-beat.APPL
   i. ‘Father beats it for her.’
   ii. ‘Father beats her for it.’

(24) a. taar o-á-bóllé máám (n) bá-an (p)
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-beat.APPL mother NP2-child
   ‘Father beats the children for mother.’

   b. taar o-á-bá-mó-bolle
      father SM1-PRS.PROG-OM2-OM1-beat.APPL
   ‘Father beats them on behalf of her.’

---

9. Nevertheless, the objecthood of patient objects of transitive verbs is to a certain extent reduced in applicative constructions. Animate patient objects cannot be passivized, for instance, but inanimate patient objects can.
(25) a. taar o-á-píccé máam (n) ki-te (p)
father SM₁-PRS.PROG-throw_away.APPL mother NP₇-chair
‘Father throws the chair away for mother.’
b. taar o-á-mó-picce ki-te
father SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-throw_away.APPL NP₇-chair
‘Father throws the chair away for her.’
c. taar o-á-ké-picce máam
father SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-throw_away.APPL mother
‘Father throws it away for mother.’
d. **taar o-á-ké-mó-picce
father SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-OM₁-throw_away.APPL
‘Father throws it away for her.’

(26) ó-á-ké-mó-konne
SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-OM₁-plant.APPL
‘He plants it for her.’

(27) a. maam o-á-pá ó-sá́m (Ré) i-kòon (p)
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-give NP₁-friend NP₃-banana
‘Mother gives her friend a banana.’
b. maam o-á-mó-pa i-kòon
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-give NP₃-banana
‘Mother gives her a banana.’
c. maam o-á-lá-pá ó-sá́m
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₅-give NP₁-friend
‘Mother gives it to her friend.’
d. maam o-á-lá-mó-pa
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₅-OM₁-give
‘Mother gives it to her.’

In some Bantu languages, certain transitive verbs allow the object to be deleted from surface syntax, but do not allow it in (beneficiary) applicative constructions (Simango 1995: 48). In Mbuun, as shown in (28), both patient and beneficiary objects can be omitted from applicative constructions. When the beneficiary object of an applicative verb remains unexpressed, as in (28d), the involvement of the beneficiary is implicit.

(28) a. maam o-á-láám á-sañ č n-zuñ
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-cook NP₀-millet LOC NP₀-pot
‘Mother prepares millet in a cooking pot.’
b. maam o-á-láám č n-zuñ
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-cook LOC NP₀-pot
‘Mother cooks in a cooking pot.’
c. **maam o-á-léémmé bá-án (á-saŋ) (p)
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-COOK.APPL NP₂-child NP₉-millet
c n-zuŋ
LOC NP₉-pot
‘Mother cooks (millet) in a cooking pot for the children.’

d. **maam o-á-léémmé (á-saŋ) c n-zuŋ
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-COOK.APPL NP₉-millet LOC NP₉-pot
‘Mother cooks (millet) in a cooking pot.’

Certain verbs, such as -tem ‘call’ in (29), do not allow a beneficiary applicative construction. The thematic role of beneficiary is then obligatorily introduced as an oblique argument of the base verb. The acceptance of a beneficiary participant as a core object seems to hinge on the lexical event structure of the verb. Other verbs, such as -leŋ ‘search’ in (30), do allow the same participant to be introduced as a core object of the applicative construction.

(29) a. maam o-á-tém ḳ-ŋgáŋ (p) ḳ-ŋgirá m-bwá (b)
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-call NP₁-doctor for NP₉-dog
‘Mother calls the doctor for the dog.’
b. **maam o-á-témmé m-bwá (b) ḳ-ŋgaŋ (p)
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-CALL.APPL NP₉-dog NP₁-doctor
‘Mother calls the doctor for the dog.’

(30) maam o-á-léŋŋé mbwá (b) ḳ-ŋgaŋ (p)
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-SEEK.APPL NP₉-dog NP₁-doctor
‘Mother seeks a doctor for (the benefit of) the dog.’

The applicative construction and the prepositional phrase introduced by ḳ-ŋgirá are alternative strategies to represent the beneficiary participant or closely related participants in the clause. However, their combination within a clause as in (31) is not ungrammatical. It has the discursive function of putting focus on the oblique (beneficiary/reason) argument.

(31) a. ő-á-konné á-saŋ c mbvun ḳ-ŋgirá
SM₁-PRS.PROG-PLANT.APPL NP₉-millet LOC NP₉-field for
maam
mother
‘He plants the millet on the field for MOTHER.’
b. mo-ib ő-á-dzúú máám ḳ-ŋgirá nke?
NP₁-thief SM₁-PRS.PROG-KILL mother for what
‘Why does the thief kill mother?’
ő-á-mó-dzwillé ḳ-ŋgirá n-dzin?
SM₁-PRS.PROG-OM₁-KILL.APPL for NP₉-money
‘He kills her for the MONEY’
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In sum, the function of the applicative in Mbuun is in line with the canonical uses of this construction in Bantu. It allows for the introduction of a beneficiary or semantically closely related participant, such as recipient, maleficiary and reason, as a core object argument of the verb. Accordingly, applicative morphology is valency increasing, the applied object always being immediately post-verbal and followed by objects fulfilling other thematic roles, most typically patient.

4. Residual uses of the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici- in Mbuun

The reflex of the Proto-Bantu long causative suffix *-ici- still exists in Mbuun, but its use is no longer productive. Its basic form -is- is only observed with -C(G)V(V)- roots as in (32), even though it is not always realized as -is-, as the last example illustrates.

(32)  ká-dya ‘to eat’ → ká-díis ‘to feed’ (*-dí-)
      ká-nwa ‘to drink’ → ká-nwiis ‘to give to drink’ (*-nyó-)
      ká-bwa ‘to fall’ → ká-bwiis ‘to drop (= cause to fall)’ (*-bù-)
      ka-túu ‘to leave’ → ka-túus ‘to put out, throw out, expel’

Semantically, the causative suffix -is- prototypically expresses direct causation. The subject (causer) of the derived causative verb is agentive and (physically) manipulates the object (causee), which does not act as a volitional entity and is thus patientive, even if a human being is involved (cf. Shibatani & Pardeshi 2002: 89). Indirect causation involving two agentive participants is expressed by means of periphrastic constructions in Mbuun. Indirect causatives rely on auxiliaries, such as -shína ‘send’, and need more detailed study.

Syntactically, the causative suffix is valency-increasing: intransitive verbs become transitive, as in (33a) vs. (33b), and transitive verbs become ditransitive, as in (34a) vs. (34b). The derived causative verb generally introduces a new subject with the semantic role of causer, while the agent-subject of the underived verb becomes an object of the derived causative verb with the semantic role of causee (Dixon 2000: 30–31). In the case of a ditransitive causative verb,

---

10. As an anonymous reviewer pointed out, the deviant form of -túus might be explained by the fact that it contains the Proto-Bantu short causative suffix *-ì-. The base verb -tíú could be a reflex of *-tíúk: ‘come from’ (Bastin et al. 2002). However, neither its meaning nor its vowel height correspond exactly.
as in (33d), the causee object \( (c) \) is always immediately post-verbal and precedes the patient object \( (p) \).

(33) a. \( \text{mo-án ó-á-túu} \)
\( \text{NP}_1\)-child \( \text{SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-leave
‘The child is leaving.’

b. \( \text{maam o-á-túús mó-an (c)} \)
\( \text{mother SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-leave.CAUS \( \text{NP}_1\)-child
‘My mother is throwing the child out.’

(34) a. \( \text{mo-án ó-á-dya buu (p)} \)
\( \text{NP}_1\)-child \( \text{SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-eat fufu
‘The child is eating fufu.’

b. \( \text{maam o-á-diís mó-án (c) buu (p)} \)
\( \text{mother SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-eat.CAUS \( \text{NP}_1\)-child fufu
‘My mother is feeding the child with fufu.’

These derived causative forms of -CV- roots can in their turn be applicativized.

As shown in (35), these causative-applicative verbs manifest a gemination of the causative suffix consonant as opposed to the simple applicative forms where the default geminated /\( l \)/ surfaces. This indicates that the morpheme order is causative-applicative.

(35) Causative Causative-applicative Applicative
\( \text{ká-diís ‘feed’} \) → \( \text{ká-diissé} \) vs. \( \text{ká-dyélle} \)
\( \text{ká-nwiís ‘give to drink’} \) → \( \text{ká-nwiísse} \) vs. \( \text{ká-nwélle} \)
\( \text{ká-bwiís ‘drop’} \) → \( \text{ká-bwiísse} \) vs. \( \text{ká-bwélle} \)

Syntactically, such applicativized causative verbs can take one more object. Verbs that are intransitive in their underived state then take three arguments as in (36a), while originally transitive verbs take then four arguments as in (36b). The beneficiary object \( (b) \) is always immediately post-verbal and precedes the causee object \( (c) \), which precedes in its turn the patient object \( (p) \).

(36) a. \( \text{taar o-á-bwiísé máám (b) n-dz (c)} \)
\( \text{father SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-fall.CAUS mother \( \text{NP}_3\)-house
‘Father is making the house fall down for mother.’

b. \( \text{maam o-á-diísé táár (b) mó-án (c) buu (p)} \)
\( \text{mother SM}_1\)-PRS.PROG-eat.CAUS father \( \text{NP}_1\)-child fufu
‘Mother is feeding the child with fufu for father.’

Roots with a -CVC- structure generally do not allow productive causative morphology. Nevertheless, Mbuun has several lexicalized causative verbs, as in (37), which are morphologically similar to the causative-applicative verbs derived from -CV- roots in (35), except that all correspond to an underived -CVC-
root. All these forms display a geminated /s/ consonant and those which have /a/ in the simplex root also manifest the vowel mutation characteristic of applicative morphology. Their analysis is not straightforward, since the underlying morphophonological processes are no longer active. One could assume that the causative suffix used to trigger the same kind of morphophonological changes on -CVC- roots as the applicative suffix still does today: suffix metathesis and umlaut effect on certain root vowels. The root-final consonant would then have assimilated to the consonant of the causative suffix. This would precisely be the reverse of what happens in case of contact between the root-final consonant and the consonant of the applicative suffix.11

(37) Base verb Causative Applicative
ka-na
‘appear’ ka-nesse ka-nryye
ka-bwar
‘get dressed’ ka-bwresse ka-bwrette
ka-bi
‘lie down’ ka-bisse ka-bitte
ka-bo ‘get soaked’ ka-bosse ka-bolle
ka-le ‘cry’ ka-lesse ka-lelle
ka-wui
‘be, get full’ ka-wüsse /
ka-le ‘hang (intr.)’ ka-lesse /

Alternatively, the derived causative verbs in (37) combine somehow applicative and causative morphology, just like the examples in (35), but it is not entirely clear how this could be properly analysed. We argued above that the suffix order is causative-applicative. In that case, one would expect consonant gemination on the causative suffix without affecting the verb root, generating forms like -na-isse, -bwätisse, etc. It might be, however, that maximality constraints on the length of the verb stem necessitated further shortening resulting in the

11. The morphophonological behaviour of the causative suffix in Tiene (B81) seems to support this analysis. Just like the /N/ of the applicative, the /s/ of the causative suffix is infixed into the root when the C2 of the root is not coronal, e.g., -lab-a ‘walk’ → lasab-a ‘cause to walk’, -lok-a ‘vomit’ → losék-e ‘cause to vomit’. When the root C2 is coronal, the /s/ of the causative replaces the C2, and the root vowel is lengthened, e.g., -tiit-a ‘grow’ → tis-e ‘cause to grow’, koal-a ‘become tired’ → kaw-s-o ‘tire (tr.)’. Given that the applicative and causative trigger similar morphophonological changes in Tiene, it is not unlikely that the same happened in Mbuun, even if the exact relationship between the facts observed in both languages is not established yet.
causative forms observed in (37). The syntactic behaviour of some of these verbs seems to corroborate the assumption of a combined causative-applicative morphology. Even though none of these verbs has an inherently beneficiary meaning, some – not all – allow an extra beneficiary object without any further morphological change, as in (38b) vs. (38c). Others do not accept a supplementary beneficiary (b) or purpose (PURP) reading, as in (39d, f), and require the use of an oblique argument, as in (39c, e), introduced by the polysemic preposition שקירא meaning ‘for, in favour of, because of, due to’.

(38) a. i-boŋ la-wul
   NP5-pitcher SM5-be.full
   ‘The pitcher is full.’

b. mo-án ó-á-wůssé i-boŋ (c)
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-be.full.CAUS NP5-pitcher
   ‘The child is filling the pitcher.’

c. mo-án ó-á-wůssé màám (b) i-boŋ (c)
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-be.full.CAUS mother NP5-pitcher
   ‘The child is filling the pitcher for my mother.’

(39) a. a-sáŋ má-á-bol
   NP6-millet SM6-PRS.PROG-ferment
   ‘The millet is fermenting.’

b. maam o-á-hůssé á-saŋ (c)
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-ferment.CAUS NP6-millet
   ‘Mother is making the millet ferment.’

c. maam o-á-hůssé á-saŋ (c) šqgira
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-ferment.CAUS NP6-millet for
   ma-n (PURP)
   NP6-beer
   ‘Mother is making the millet ferment for (= to make) beer’

d. **maam o-á-hůssé m-án (PURP) á-saŋ (c)
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-ferment.CAUS NP6-beer NP6-millet
   ‘Mother makes the millet ferment for (= to make) beer’

e. maam o-á-hůssé á-saŋ (c) šqgira
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-ferment.CAUS NP6-millet for
   mme (b)
   me
   ‘Mother makes the millet ferment for me.’

f. **maam o-á-m-hůssé á-saŋ (c)
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-OM1sg-ferment.CAUS NP6-millet
   ‘Mother makes the millet ferment for me.’

On the other hand, if consonant gemination has been grammaticalized as a marker of applicative morphology in Mbuun, the supplementary applicative
use, which some of these causative verbs allow, could also be the result of reanalysis. The original causative morpho(phono)logy having become unproductive, the consonant gemination in these residual forms may have been reinterpreted as a sign of applicative morphology. Anyhow, it is obvious that the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici- is no longer productive in Mbuun. This verbal derivational morpheme can only be observed sporadically in the lexicon.

5. Causatives with applicative-like morphology

Besides the canonical applicative verbs discussed in Section 3 and the residual causative verbs discussed in Section 4, Mbuun has several derived verbs, as in (40), which behave semantically and syntactically as causatives but which display typical applicative morphology, i.e., gemination of the root final consonant. Their semantic and syntactic behaviour largely corresponds to that of the verbs derived by means of the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici-. Semantically speaking, as far as the available data allow us to judge, these applicative look-alike transitive verbs all seem to be derived from intransitive middle verbs. Following the classification of Kemmer (1993), the middle meanings of these base verbs can be subdivided into three classes. A first class of middle base verbs in Mbuun whose derived transitive verbs display applicative morphology are body action middles, also known as autocausatives (Creissels 2006; Geniušiene 1987; Voisin-Nougier 2002). Such verbs, as in (40a), refer to actions carried out on or through one’s own body, such as grooming, change in body posture, non-translational motion, and translational motion. A second class consists of anticausatives referring to processes that happen spontaneously (40b) (Haspelmath 1990; Kazenin 2001). A third category of verbs are either autocausative or anticausative depending on whether they have an animate and volitionally acting subject or not (40c).

(40)  a. **ka-bvul** ‘undress’  → **ka-bvulle** ‘undress s.o.’
    **ka-bóo** ‘lean forward, bend (intr.)’  → **ka-bóolle** ‘bend (tr.)’
    **ka-sumaa** ‘stand/sit up, be straight’  → **ka-summe** ‘straighten (up)’
    **ka-wusaa** ‘get up, wake up’  → **ka-wusse** ‘wake somebody up’
    **ka-tólaa** ‘go down’  → **ka-tólle** ‘take down’
    **ka-furaa** ‘go back, return’  → **ka-futte** ‘turn over, send back’
Syntactically, as shown in (41)–(45), these morphologically applicative-like verbs behave like the residual causative verbs in (33) which are derived by means of the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici-. The derived verb allows the introduction of a new subject participant with the thematic role of causer. The subject of the base verb becomes the causee object of the derived verb.

(41) a. m-baa yi-á-dzim
   NP5-fire SM6-PRS.PROG-go.out
   ‘The fire is going out.’

   b. maam o-á-dzimme m-baa
      mother SM1-PRS.PROG-go.out.APPL~CAUS NP5-fire
      ‘My mother extinguishes the fire.’

(42) a. ma-ts ma-á-bel
   NP6-water SM5-PRS.PROG-boil
   ‘The water is boiling.’

   b. maam o-á-belle ma-ts
      mother SM1-PRS.PROG-boil.APPL~CAUS NP6-water
      ‘Mother is boiling the water.’

(43) a. i-lál lá-á-bumaa ma-in
    NP5-ball SM5-PRS.PROG-roll LOC NP6-ground
    ‘The ball is rolling on the ground.’

12. The simple verb ka-téén means ‘to trace, to draw a line’, while the noun mats means ‘water’, generating the literal meaning ‘to draw a line in/on the water’.
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b. *maam o-á-búmmé ː í-lál ː ma-in
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-roll.APPL~CAUS NP5-ground
   ‘Mother is rolling the ball on the ground.’

The examples in (44) show that the direct object of such a verb does not get the beneficiary reading, which canonical applicative verbs do allow. In contrast to true applicatives, which introduce a new object argument, these applicative look-alikes generally introduce a new subject argument with the semantic role of causer. Even if the subject in (44a) and (44b) remains lexically the same, it fulfills entirely different thematic roles in both sentences. In (44a), it functions as the typical subject of an autocausative verb, like *-bumaa ‘to roll (intr.)’, i.e. being at the same time the initiator and the endpoint of the expressed event (Kemmer 1993: 243). In (44b), *mwˇan ‘child’ is an agentive subject acting as a causer. Hence, the object *ngwén ‘his mother’ of the derived verb in (44b) is always a causee, which does not act as a volitional entity, even if it has a human referent. The mother undergoes the action carried out by the child. The sentence in (44b) can therefore never be read as ‘the child rolls on the ground for his mother’. This reading can only be obtained if *ngwén ‘his mother’ is an oblique argument of the base verb *-bumaa ‘to roll (intr.)’, as in (44c), where it is part of a typical beneficiary prepositional phrase introduced by ñgírá.

(44) a. *mo-án o-á-bumaa ː ma-in
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-roll LOC NP5-ground
   ‘The child is rolling on the ground.’

b. *mo-án o-á-búmmé ː *ngwén ː ma-in
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-roll.APPL~CAUS his_mother LOC
   ‘The child is rolling his mother on the ground.’

c. *mo-án o-á-bumaa ː má-in ñgírá
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-roll LOC NP5-ground for
   his_mother
   ‘The child is rolling on the ground for his mother.’

Certain intransitive verbs such as *-bóo ‘to bend’ allow an internal object, very often a body part, such as *áhoŋ ‘knees’, generating the meaning ‘to kneel’ (45a). As shown in (45b), in this kind of construction, the object *mwˇan ‘child’ of the morphologically applicative-like derived verb, which corresponds to the subject of the underived verb, is also a causee and not a beneficiary. The newly
introduced subject taar ‘father’ fulfils the semantic role of causer. The sentence in (45b) cannot get the beneficiary reading ‘father kneels down for the child’. To obtain such a reading, mwán has to be introduced again as an oblique argument of the underived verb as in (45c).

a. mo-án ó-á-bóó á-bɔŋ
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-bend NP6-knee
   ‘The child is kneeling down.’

b. taar o-á-bóóllé mó-án a-bɔŋ
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-bend.APPL~CAUS NP1-child NP6-knee
   ‘Father is making the child kneel down.’

c. taar o-á-bóó á-bɔŋ sùgιr̥á mó-an
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-bend NP6-knee for NP1-child
   ‘Father is kneeling down for the child.’

In some cases, as in (46), a certain ambiguity is observed between a causative and beneficiary reading of applicative-like verbs derived from an intransitive verb, such as -bvúl ‘to remove, take off’, which allows a limited number of internal objects referring to garment, such as épis ‘cloth’ or mpú ‘hat’. In the sentences in (46c) and (46d), the object táár ‘father’ is preferably interpreted as a causee, but informants do not refuse a beneficiary interpretation. In the latter case, the derived verb loses its causative meaning and behaves like an ordinary applicative. It simply adds a beneficiary connotation to the lexical meaning of the base verb. Even though such an ambiguity is not excluded, the beneficiary is still preferably introduced as an oblique argument of the underived verb as in (46e) and (46f).

a. maam o-á-bvúl é-pis
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-REMOVE NP7-cloth
   ‘Mother is getting undressed.’

b. maam o-á-bvúl m-pú
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-REMOVE NP9-hat
   ‘Mother is taking off her hat.’

c. maam o-á-bvúllé táár é-pis
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-REMOVE.APPL~CAUS father NP9-cloth
   i. ‘Mother is undressing father.’  ii. ‘Mother is undressing for father.’

d. maam o-á-bvúllé táár m-pú
   mother SM1-PRS.PROG-REMOVE.APPL~CAUS father NP9-hat
   i. ‘Mother takes off father’s hat.’  ii. ‘Mother takes off her hat for father.’
e. **maam o-á-bvúl é-píš źgirá táar**  
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-REMOVE NP₁-cloth for father  
‘Mother is getting undressed for father.’ (preferred)

f. **maam o-á-bvúl m-pú źgirá táar**  
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-REMOVE NP₉-hat for father  
‘Mother is taking off her hat for father.’ (preferred)

The above described ambiguity is probably linked to the fact that most applicative-like causative verbs accept an extra beneficiary object without further morphological change, as in (47). This is only possible if the derived verb already has a causee object. Whether the beneficiary is introduced as a direct object or as an oblique argument, as in (47a) vs. (47b), the derived verb remains morphologically unchanged. If it is represented as a beneficiary direct object (b), it always precedes the causee object (c), which in its turn, precedes the patient object (p), as in (47e). This corresponds to the object order after residual causative-applicative verbs built on the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici*, cf. (36) and (38c).

(47)  
a. **maam o-á-dźįmme mó-án (b)**  
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-GO.OUT.APPL~CAUS NP₁-child  
m-baa (c)  
NP₉-fire  
‘My mother is extinguishing the fire for the child.’

b. **maam o-á-dźįmme mbáá (c) źgirá mó-án (b)**  
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-GO.OUT.APPL~CAUS NP₉-fire for NP₁-child  
‘My mother is extinguishing the fire for the child.’

c. **maam o-á-béllé mó-án (b) ma-ts (c)**  
mother SM₁-PRS.PROG-BOIL.APPL~CAUS NP₁-child NP₆-water  
‘My mother is boiling water for the child.’

d. **mo-án ó-á-búmmé ígwén (b)**  
NP₁-child SM₁-PRS.PROG-ROLL.APPL~CAUS his_mother  
i-lá (c) a ma-in  
NP₅-ball LOC NP₀-ground  
‘The child is rolling the ball on the ground for his mother.’

e. **taar o-á-bóllé máám (b) mó-án (c)**  
father SM₁-PRS.PROG-BEND.APPL~CAUS mother NP₁-child  
á-bŋ (p)  
NP₆-knee  
‘My father is making the child kneel down for my mother.’
In other words, even if the morphologically applicative-like verbs in (40) behave primarily as causatives, they allow properties of the applicative, as long as causative syntax and semantics are respected.

6. Towards an account: Semantic split

The causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun is relatively easy to describe, but more difficult to account for historically. In this section, we consider the possibility of semantic split as the origin of this phenomenon. As we have shown in Section 2, the morphology manifesting both applicative and causative uses in Mbuun is related to the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix */-\text{\textit{d}}\text{-}. Hence, if semantic shift is concerned, we have to start from the assumption that the semantic space of the applicative morpheme underwent an extension to cover causative meanings, and not the other way around.

Semantic shifts from meanings generally associated with the applicative to causative meanings have been reported in the literature, also in African languages. The verb 'to give', for example, having an inherently beneficiary meaning, not only regularly grammaticalizes as a benefactive marker, but also sometimes as a causative marker. It is equally observed as an auxiliary in analytical causative constructions, which often constitute an initial step towards grammaticalization (Heine & Kuteva 2002: 149–152; Peterson 2007: 135; Voisin-Nouguier 2003: 194–195). Voisin-Nouguier (2003: 195–196) also points out that in certain African languages, such as Ijo and Sosso, causative markers originate from directional or comitative adpositions, which are primarily linked with applicative constructions. However, cases of true applicative markers developing causative uses are far less common in the literature and are far from unambiguous. One possible language group where the semantic shift took place in this direction are the so-called Bantu A70 languages from Cameroon and Gabon. These Bantu languages no longer have productive applicative morphology and their causative marker */\text{\textit{d}}\text{-} is possibly a reflex of the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix */-\text{\textit{d}}\text{-} (Nzang-Bie 2008). If such was the case and if the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun resulted indeed from semantic split, the Mbuun causatives with applicative-like morphology could represent an analogous semantic evolution, though less advanced, since the applicative use is still highly productive.\footnote{As we will demonstrate in more detail further on, the Bantu A70 causative marker */\text{\textit{d}}\text{-} might as well have its origin in a derivational suffix which is phonologically similar to the applicative, e.g., the 'reversive'/‘separative’ suffix */-\text{\textit{d}}\text{-} (Meeussen 1967: 92; Schadeberg 2003: 77). Nzang-Bie (2008) does not consider this possibility.}
Semantic change from the causative towards the applicative is more widespread in the world’s languages. As Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002) demonstrate, causative morphemes are cross-linguistically often associated with the applicative function of introducing a comitative, instrumental or beneficiary argument. They cite examples from several Australian, Amerindian and Asian languages. They see the so-called ‘sociative causatives’ as an important source for the applicative reinterpretation of causative morphology. ‘Sociative causation’ constitutes an intermediate category between direct and indirect causation. It concerns most typically the kind of situation whereby a causer makes the causee perform a certain action by simultaneously carrying out the action him/herself, for instance to make someone cry by crying yourself or to make someone run by running yourself. Besides such joint-action sociatives, Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002: 100) distinguish two other types of sociative construction: assistive (e.g., ‘to make someone pee’) and supervision (e.g. ‘to make someone read’). Like direct causation, sociative causation involves a spatio-temporal overlap between the action of the causer and causee often entailing physical involvement of the causer in the caused event, certainly in the case of joint-action and assistive sociatives. On the other hand, the involvement of two agentive participants in sociative causation bears resemblance with indirect causation. In particular, supervision sociatives, which are characterized by a physical separation between causer and causee, are close to indirect causatives. Sociative causatives thus constitute a continuum themselves between direct and indirect causatives. In certain languages, the three situation types are expressed in a different way. In most languages, however, sociative causation shares its formal expression with one of the other kinds of causation. Cross-linguistically, different causative forms are differently distributed over the causative continuum, as Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002: 102) clearly illustrate. Closely related to this sociative use is the so-called ‘adjutive’ meaning, i.e. ‘to help to do’, which the reflex of the causative suffix *-ici- expresses in certain Bantu languages, mainly in the southeast (Schadeberg 2003: 73). Via such sociative meanings, causatives may become associated with typical applicative uses. They frequently become markers of comitative constructions. A comitative reading is easily derived, for instance, from joint-action causatives, a meaning such as ‘to make someone walk’ being re-interpreted as ‘to walk with someone’. Instrumental and beneficiary meanings are less easily obtained from such causatives. However, assistive sociatives referring to the assistance of someone to do something may give rise to a benefactive reading. Instrumental uses of causative markers may develop from their comitative function, but they may also emerge independently from sociative and/or comitative constructions. Such is the case in certain Bantu languages, where the Proto-Bantu causative marker *-ici- may act as an instrumental applicative, as shown by the Kinyarwanda example from Kimenyi (1988: 367–368) in (48), cited by Vois-
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in-Nouguier (2003) and Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002). In (48a), the instrument íkarámu ‘pen’ preceded by the comitative preposition n(a) ‘with’ is introduced as an oblique argument of the base verb -andika ‘to write’. In (48b), the same instrumental participant is introduced after the patientive object íbarúwa ‘letter’ as a second direct object of the derived verb -andikiisha marked by the causative suffix -ish-.

(48) a. umu-góre a-ra-andik-a í-barúwa na í-karámu
   NP₁-woman SM₁-PRS.PROG-write-FV NP₉-letter with
   NP₉-pen
   ‘The woman is writing a letter with a pen.’

b. umu-góre a-ra-andik-iish-a í-barúwa í-karámu
   NP₁-woman SM₁-PRS.PROG-write-CAUS-FV NP₉-letter
   NP₉-pen
   ‘The woman is writing a letter with a pen.’

Similar instrumental uses of the Proto-Bantu causative marker *-ici- have been reported in other Bantu languages, for instance in Shona (Fortune 1955: 215; cited by Peterson 2007: 66) or Zulu, Ila, Kinyarwanda, and Ganda (Wald 1998: 97) (cited by Voisin-Nouguier 2003: 190). Applicative/causative syncretism is thus certainly not nonexistent in Bantu. However, like in most other languages of the world, the direction of evolution is from causative to applicative and not the other way around as in Mbuun, provided that the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun effectively resulted from semantic split.

Moreover, in languages attesting a causative/applicative syncretism, the split between causative and applicative readings is often tied to verbal semantics. It often coincides with the division between unaccusative or inactive intransitive and other predicates. Unaccusative verbs trigger a causative reading, while unergative or active intransitive and transitive bases trigger an applicative reading (Peterson 2007: 133; Shibatani & Pardeshi 2002: 116). According to Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002), such subdivision is found especially with causative suffixes, which are semantically closer to the direct causation pole of the causative continuum and which have undergone a high degree of lexicalization. Such suffixes involve an agentive causer and a patientive causee and cannot host two agents. That is why only forms derived from inactive intransitive verbs take a causative meaning, while the same morpheme develops applicative meanings when it is associated with forms derived from other predicates.

14. The morphological analysis and the glossing of these Kinyarwanda examples are ours.
which can host two predicates. In Mbuun, as shown in (40), the causative reading of applicative look-alike forms is associated with intransitive base verbs, but not specifically with unaccusative predicates. It is associated with both inactive and active intransitive verbs. However, the derived forms of both types of intransitive base verbs express direct causation involving an agentive causer and a patientive causee. The split between causative and applicative readings in Mbuun thus seems to be somehow tied to verbal semantics, but in a different way from the languages considered by Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002). This could be due to the fact that the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun finds its origin in an applicative construction and not in a causative as in most other languages. Cross-linguistically, applicatives from intransitive base verbs are slightly more marked than those derived from transitive base verbs (Polinsky 2008). The applied object of applicativized intransitives is more often associated with the more peripheral semantic roles of instrument, goal or location than with that of beneficiary. In Sesotho (S33), for instance, applied objects of applicatives derived from unaccusative intransitives, as in (49a) vs. (49b), or from intransitives of motion, as in (49c) vs. (49d, e), are most commonly associated with the thematic roles of either location or goal (Demuth 1998). The morphological analysis and the glossing of these Sesotho examples are ours.

(49) a. di-ntja di-hol-a kapele
   NP10-dog SM10-grow-fv fast
   ‘Dogs grow fast.’

b. di-ntja di-hol-el-a kapele se-robe-eng
   NP10-dog SM10-grow-appl-fv fast NP7-barn-LOC
   ‘Dogs grow up fast in the barn.’

c. ba-nana ba-math-a le-bala-eng
   NP2-girls SM2-run-fv NP3-playground-LOC
   ‘The girls are running in the playground.’

d. ba-nana ba-math-el-a le-bala-eng
   NP2-girls SM2-run-appl-fv NP3-playground-LOC
   ‘The girls are running to/in the playground.’

e. Banana ba-math-el-a ntate le-bala-eng
   NP2-girls SM2-run-appl-fv father NP3-playground-LOC
   ‘The girls are running for/to my father in the playground.’

15. Comparable to the applicative-like causatives in Mbuun, the applicative marker -e in Wolof may also generate lexicalized causative meanings with both active and inactive intransitive base verbs, such as ‘leave, come out’, ‘return, go back’, ‘scatter’, ‘go down’, ‘stay’, ‘be called’, ‘be forbidden’ (Voisin-Nouguier 2003).
As discussed in Section 3, certain active intransitive base verbs can be applicativized in Mbuun. Just like in Sesotho, the applied object generally does not have the prototypical thematic role of beneficiary in such cases. It is primarily associated with less central thematic roles, most often ‘reason’ (r), but also ‘goal’ (g), as the examples in (50) demonstrate. If the applied object can get a beneficiary (or maleficiary) reading, as in (50f–i), it is always secondary.

(50) a. mo-án ó-á-lêllé máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-cry.APL. mother
   ‘The child is crying because of mother.’ (reason)

b. mo-án ó-á-syêllé máám mó-as
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-pull.APL. mother NP3-yawn
   ‘The child is yawning due to mother.’ (reason)

c. mo-án ó-á-mwêtté máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-smile.APL. mother
   ‘The child is smiling because of mother.’ (reason)

d. mo-án ó-á-kwêbbé máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-fatten.APL. mother
   ‘The child is putting on weight because of mother.’ (reason)

e. mo-án ó-á-ñêmé máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-appear.APL. mother
   ‘The child is appearing because of mother.’ (reason)

f. m-bwá ó-á-bêllé mó-an
   NP0-dog SM1-PRS.PROG-bark.APL. NP1-child
   ‘The dog is barking due to/at the child.’ (reason/maleficiary)

g. mo-án ó-á-tôômmé táar ɔ ma-in
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-jump.APL. father LOC NP6-ground
   ‘The child is jumping on the ground because of/for father.’ (reason/beneficiary)

h. mo-án ó-á-tsîllé máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-come.APL. mother
   ‘The child comes to/for mother.’ (goal/beneficiary)

i. mo-án ó-á-kwënné máam
   NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-walk.APL. mother
   ‘The child walks to/for mother.’ (goal/beneficiary)

Given that applicative-like forms with causative meaning are only found with intransitive base verbs, verbal semantics seems to play a role in the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun. However, the split between causative and applicative readings does not coincide neatly with the split between intransitive and transitive verbs, since active intransitive verbs are also found with applicative meanings, though only rarely with the prototypical applicative semantic role of beneficiary. This could be linked to the fact that the applicative mor-
The causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun is still very productive in Mbuun. This is in contrast to the languages considered by Shibatani & Pardeshi (2002) where morphemes which display a neat causative/applicative split defined by verbal semantics also manifest a high degree of lexicalization.

In sum, if the causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun was the outcome of semantic split, it would be typologically odd in several respects. To begin with, it would result from a semantic shift from applicative to causative, which is universally far more exceptional than semantic change in the opposite direction. Furthermore, it is connected with verbal semantics in a way which differs from most other cases of causative/applicative syncretism. The split between causative and applicative readings coincides with the dividing line between intransitive and transitive verbs and not between unaccusative predicates and the rest. This divide is not absolute, since forms derived from active intransitive verbs can be either causative or applicative.

7. Towards an account: phonemic merger

In this section, we consider the possibility of phonemic merger as a possible historical explanation for the applicative/causative syncretism observed in Mbuun synchronically. Phonemic merger is the process by which two separate phonemes end up as a single phoneme which results in minimal pairs becoming homophones or homonyms (Crowley 1992: 79). If phonemic merger applied in this case, it would imply that the causative verbs with applicative morphology were originally distinct in shape from the true applicative forms, but became identical through convergent (morpho)phonological change. If such was the case, the causative verbs could not stem from the Proto-Bantu causative suffix *-ici-, whose residual forms look different in Mbuun, as shown in Section 4. There are some indications that the applicative-like causatives originated indeed from another morpheme than the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-id-.

Firstly, the applicative-like causatives look very much like applicatives, in that they also involve consonant gemination, but some rare examples show that their morphophonological behaviour is not exactly the same. As discussed in Section 2 and illustrated by the examples in (5), the applicativization of certain verb roots is accompanied by an umlaut effect turning the root vowel /a/ into /e/ when it is short and into /ee/ when it is long. As shown in (51a), we found at least one example of a derived causative verb manifesting root final consonant gemination, but no umlaut effect on the root vowel /a/. There are more of such forms combining a geminated root final consonant with the root vowel /a/. The consonant gemination suggests that these forms are historically derived. Synchronically, however, they no longer correspond to an underived base verb.
The fact that the root vowel /a/ of the verbs in (51b) did not undergo an umlaut effect indicates that the derivational suffix involved in these forms is not the Prot-Bantu applicative suffix *-id-.

(51) a. ka-nabaa → ka-nabbe
   'climb' 'make climb, e.g., a child who makes its mother climb by clinging to her'

b. ka-wáamme
   ka-sáamme
   ka-kámme
   ka-kánne
   ka-nyatte
   'take refuge (rain)'
   'pray'
   'wring, squeeze'
   'imagine, guess'
   'tread'

Interesting enough, these forms do manifest an umlaut effect, when they take an extra object with the semantic role of beneficiary, goal or reason, as shown in (52a) vs. (52b), (53a) vs. (53b) and (54a) vs. (54b). Since these thematic roles are typically associated with applied objects, it can be assumed that the applicative suffix is involved in these forms. In (53c) and (54c), the verbs -kámme and -sáamme take an extra object, but do not undergo the umlaut effect. In these cases, the object does not get a beneficiary reading. It assumes the semantic role of causee, while the verb itself acts as a true causative like -nabbe ‘make climb’ in (52a), which is derived from -nabaa ‘climb’. The verbs -kámme and -sáamme no longer correspond to an underived base verb. Their causative behaviour in (53c) and (54c) suggests they may originally have been true causatives, but underwent semantic change once their base verb became obsolete.

(52) a. mo-án ó-á-nábbé máam
    NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-climb.APPL~CAUS mother
    'The child is making mother climb.'

b. mo-án ó-á-n´ebbé máam
    NP1-child SM1-PRS.PROG-climb.APPL mother
    'The child is climbing due to mother/to mother’

(53) a. maam o-á-kámme má-íts a m-ba
    mother SM1-PRS.PROG-squeeze NP6-oil CONN NP9-palm_nut
    'Mother is squeezing oil from the palm nut.’

b. maam o-á-kémmé mó-án má-íts
    mother SM1-PRS.PROG-squeeze.APPL NP1-child NP6-oil
    a m-ba
    CONN NP9-palm_nut
    'Mother is squeezing palm oil for the child.’
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c. **maam o-á-kámmé mó-án má-íts a m-ba**
mother SM1-PRS.PROG-squeeze NP1-child NP6-oil CONN NP7-palm_nut
‘Mother is making the child squeeze palm oil.’

(54) a. **maam o-á-saamme**
mother SM1-PRS.PROG-pray
‘Mother is praying.’
b. **maam o-á-seémmé mó-an**
mother SM1-PRS.PROG-pray.APPL NP1-child
‘Mother is praying for the child.’
**maam o-á-sáámmé mó-an**
mother SM1-PRS.PROG-pray NP1-child
‘Mother is making the child pray.’

Mbuun has additional morphologically complex verbs which look like derived applicative verbs, but which are also pseudo-applicatives in that they can neither be synchronically linked with a non-applicative base verb nor have typical applicative semantics. The verbs in (55) have a root vowel other than /a/ implying that the umlaut effect triggered by the applicative suffix would not be visible anyhow. However, another verb root extension was possibly also involved in their formation.

(55) **ka-solle** ‘to discover, find’
**ka-bóomme** ‘to abandon’
**ka-kulle** ‘to scrape, sculpt’
**ka-kyelle** ‘to cut’
**ka-kólle** ‘to cough’
**ka-yíppe** ‘to lean’
**ka-lóelle** ‘to shrink’

Another indication that the morphophonological behaviour of applicative-like causatives is not exactly the same as that of true applicatives is the fact that the diphthongization of the root vowels /a/ and /o/ never takes place in these forms. As we have shown in Section 2, example (7), this mutation occurs systematically when the applicative form of such roots takes a 1SG object marker. As shown in (56), neither applicative-like causatives, as those in (40), nor pseudo-applicatives, as those in (55), ever manifest such diphthongization, not even when they take a 1SG object marker.
Both the umlaut effect on root vowel /a/ and the diphthongization of the root vowels /a/ and /o/ are triggered by a front vowel in the following syllable. The fact that these sound changes never occur with these applicative-like causatives or pseudo-applicatives suggests that the Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-id- is not involved in their structure. On the other hand, the fact they also display consonant gemination indicates that the derivational suffix involved must be phonologically similar, but without a front vowel.

Crucial in this respect is the existence of a few derived verbs in Mbuun, such as those in (57), which have a ‘reversive’ or ‘separative’ meaning and also manifest consonant gemination, but no umlaut effect.

(57) ka-dzubaa ‘to close (tr.)’ → ka-dzubbe ‘to open (tr.)’
ka-kaŋ ‘to close (tr.)’ → ka-kaŋŋe ‘to open (tr.)’

It is well-known that one of the ‘reversive’ or ‘separative’ derivational suffixes reconstructed for Proto-Bantu is *-ud- (Meeussen 1967: 92; Schadeberg 2003: 77). It ends in the same consonant as Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-id-, often a liquid in present-day Bantu languages, but has a back vowel with the same degree of aperture instead of a front vowel. This explains why its morphophonological behaviour in Mbuun is similar to that of the applicative but not identical with it. It involves consonant gemination through the contact between the root final consonant and the suffix consonant. Nevertheless, it lacks the umlaut or diphthongization of the root vowel, which is triggered by the front vowel of the applicative suffix. The involvement of the PB ‘separative’ suffix *-ud- in the derived forms in (57) is corroborated by the lexical reconstruction *-kaŋud- ‘open’ (Bastin et al. 2002).

The question is whether it is plausible that the same ‘separative’ suffix is involved in the applicative-like causative verbs treated above. In this respect, it is important to stress, as Schadeberg (2003: 78) does, that the suffix *-ud- is found with meanings other than ‘separative’ in Bantu, ‘intensive’ and ‘repetitive’ being the most recurrent (Dammann 1959). Its polysemic nature ties in with the fact that this suffix is never fully productive in Bantu. It is frequently observed, but cannot be freely used to derive ‘separative’ forms from base verbs (Schadeberg 2003: 77). It is more lexicalized than other derivational verb suf-
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fixes, such as the applicative, causative, reciprocal or passive. Derived verbs containing this suffix are more prone to idiosyncratic semantic change. The original meaning of the suffix is therefore more easily obscured. What is even more important is that the suffix *-\(U_d\)- usually derives transitive ‘separative’ verbs and regularly commutes with its intransitive equivalent *-\(U_k\)-, leading to pairs such as the Makwe (G402) examples in (58) (Devos 2008: 203).

\[(58)\]

-\(cima\) → -\(cimula\) vs. -\(cimuka\)
‘close (tr.)’ → ‘open (tr.)’ vs. ‘open (intr.)’

-\(unga\) → -\(ungula\) vs. -\(unguka\)
‘tie’ → ‘untie (tr.)’ vs. ‘untie (intr.)’

The use of the suffixes *-\(U_k\)- and *-\(U_d\)- is lexicalized to such an extent that Bantu languages often have extended verb stems, which involve one or both of them, but no longer have the underived base verb. As shown in (59), the Bantu Lexical Reconstructions III database contains several pairs of such extended *-\(U_k\)- and *-\(U_d\)- verbs for which a simplex verb root was not reconstructed (Bastin et al. 2002).

\[(59)\]

*\(-bád\)\(U_k\)- vs. *\(-bád\)\(U_d\)-
‘be split, burst open (intr.)’ vs. ‘split, burst open (tr.)’

*\(-gód\)\(U_k\)- vs. *\(-gód\)\(U_d\)-
‘be straight’ vs. ‘straighten’

*\(-jíb\)\(U_k\)- vs. *\(-jíb\)\(U_d\)-
‘come out of the water’ vs. ‘take out of the water’

*\(-máany\)\(U_k\)- vs. *\(-máany\)\(U_d\)-
‘be unbound, be torn off’ vs. ‘break (off), tear off’

*\(-jáb\)\(U_k\)- vs. *\(-jáb\)\(U_d\)-
‘cross a river’ vs. ‘make cross (river), make come out of the water’

In most extended verbs in (59), an original ‘separative’ semantic element might still be perceptible, but the suffixes *-\(U_k\)- and *-\(U_d\)- can no longer be considered as truly derivational in the absence of an underived base verb. In such pairs, *-\(U_d\)- marks the transitive member which makes it similar to true causative suffixes, especially when the latter act on intransitive predicates. The extended *-\(U_d\)- verbs in (59) relate to their intransitive *-\(U_k\)- counterparts in the same way as derived causative verbs relate to their intransitive base verbs. Moreover, the reconstructed verbs with *-\(U_d\)- have an implied ‘causative’ sense to them. This semantic affinity is furthermore corroborated by the fact that the suffix is observed with both reversive and causative meanings in certain languages. In Mongo, for instance, the reflex of *-\(U_d\)- is polysemic. Its essential meaning is reversive (60a), but it is also found with several peripheral mean-
ings, such as iterative, augmentative and causative (60b) (Hulstaert 1965: 272; cited by Schadeberg 2003: 78).

(60) a. Reversive
   -ís-  ‘hide’  →  -ís-ol-  ‘discover’
   -kúk- ‘cover’  →  -kúk-ol-  ‘uncover’
   -kund- ‘bury’  →  -kund-ol-  ‘dig up’

b. Causative
   -ám-  ‘swell’  →  -ám-ol-  ‘make swell’
   -láng- ‘listen’  →  -láng-ol-  ‘make listen’
   -tsí-  ‘drift’  →  -tsí-ol-  ‘make drift, divert’

Causative meaning may thus occur as a peripheral extension of the semantic reversive core of *-ud-. Hence, this suffix appears to be a plausible origin for the applicative-like causatives in Mbuun. Since this shift from the original reversive/separative core meaning to causative meaning ties in with the highly lexicalized nature of *-ud-, it could well be an evolution, which transcends Mbuun as such. Noteworthy in this respect is the observation that several of the causative verbs in (40) have a base verb, which ends in the vowel /a/. The canonical underived verb root structure in Mbuun is CVC. Moreover, the language is characterized by final vowel loss and allows for closed CVC syllables. Unlike in most Bantu languages, a verb or noun stem does not need to end in a vowel. Hence, even if these verbs no longer correspond to a simplex root, the presence of a final /a/ in these intransitive base verbs suggests derivational morphology. As a real derivational suffix, -aa is only found with a limited number of base verbs from which it derives a neutro-passive meaning (61) (Mundeke 2006: 72).

(61)  
   ká-ból  ‘to beat’  →  ká-ból-aa  ‘to be beaten’
   ká-món  ‘to see’  →  ká-món-aa  ‘to be seen’
   ká-tój  ‘to build’  →  ká-tój-aa  ‘to be built’
   ká-sal  ‘to hoe, weed’  →  ká-sal-aa  ‘to be weeded’
   ká-láám  ‘to prepare, cook’  →  ká-láám-aa  ‘to be cooked’

This -aa suffix is reminiscent of the Proto-Bantu ‘positional’ suffix *-am-, which typically conveys a specific kind of middle meaning, namely ‘assuming a position’ or ‘being in a position’ (Schadeberg 2003: 75). This is precisely the sense some of the -aa final base verbs in (40) have, e.g., -sumaa ‘stand/sit up, be straight’, -wusaa ‘get up, wake up’. The other -aa final base verbs, to which applicative-like causatives are associated, have closely related autocausative and/or anticausative middle meanings, which can be easily derived from the core meaning of *-am-. Moreover, this middle suffix is known to have become a passive suffix in certain Bantu languages (Schadeberg 2003: 76), which are
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semantically close to the neutro-passive meaning of the derived verbs in (61). It
can therefore be safely assumed that the -aa final middle verbs in (40) and the
neutro-passive verbs in (61) are historically related and involve the Proto-Bantu
‘positional’ suffix *-am-.

It is well-known that the suffix *-am- constitutes a kind of derivational sub-
system with the suffix pair *-uk- /*-ud- and the ‘impositive’ suffix *-ik- in
the sense that these suffixes frequently commute with each other, while al-
ternation with an underived base verb is less frequent (Meeussen 1967: 92;
Schadeberg 2003: 74). This makes it all the more likely that the applicative-like
causatives in Mbuun are actually built on the suffix *-ud-. As illustrated in
(62), certain applicative-like causatives and the -a final verbs with which some
of them commute can indeed be associated with existing Bantu lexical recon-
structions involving at least one of the suffixes of the derivational subsystem
*-uk- /*-ud- /*-am- / *-ik-.

(62) ka-tólaa ‘go down’ ≈ *-tô(uk)duk- ‘come down’
ka-tólle ‘take down’
ka-tólal ‘go back, return’ ≈ *-bûtork- ‘go back’
ka-futte ‘send back’
ka-tôbaa ‘get pierced’ ≈ *-tóbuk- ‘be pierced’,
ka-tôbbe ‘pierce’ ≈ *-tóbud- ‘pierce’
ka-kámme ‘squeeze’ ≈ *-kámud- ‘wring, squeeze’
ka-kúlle ‘scrape, sculpt’ ≈ *-kudud- ‘scrape’
ka-killé ‘cough’ ≈ *-kódod- ‘cough’

In sum, all these indications make it highly plausible that (partial) syncretism
between the applicative suffix *-ud- and the transitive ‘reversive’ suffix *-ud-
had a fair share in the emergence of the applicative/causative syncretism
in Mbuun. Affixed to the verb root, both suffixes trigger nearly the same
morphophonological changes involving consonant gemination and making
their surface forms very similar or in most cases even indistinguishable. The
causative semantics of the suffix *-ud- find their origin in its strong degree
of lexicalization. No longer commuting with a simplex verb root, its transitive
‘reversive’ meaning developed into the transitivizing effect, which is generally
associated with causatives.

16. The verb *-kámud- ‘wring, squeeze’ was actually reconstructed with the same meaning as
the underived verb *-kám- ‘wring, squeeze’. As shown in (52), the verb *kâmme in Mbuun
acts as an ordinary transitive verb taking a patient object when it has only one object, but as
a true causative when it gets an extra object. The reflex of the simplex root *-kám-
does not exist in Mbuun. The fact that the simple verb and the extended verb were reconstructed with
the same meaning may support our assumption that the extended verb was originally a true
derived causative, but underwent semantic change once its base verb got lost.
8. Grammaticalization of consonant gemination as a marker of applicative morphology

From what precedes, it has become clear that (partial) phonemic merger of the Proto-Bantu derivational suffixes *-ud- and *-id- is the most plausible historical scenario underlying the applicative/causative syncretism in Mbuun. It is more convincing than the assumption of a semantic extension of the suffix *-id- from typical applicative functions to causative use. Quite the opposite, the applicative suffix *-id- seems to have profited from the (partial) syncretism with *-ud- to expand its action radius. This formal similarity enabled extended verbs built on *-ud- to take up secondary applicative functions without additional morphological modification. As we show at the end of Section 5, certain causative verbs marked by a gminated root-final consonant accept an extra object with a typical applicative semantic role, most often beneficiary, without specific applicative marking, see (47). Such an extra applied object is only accepted in the presence of a causee object suggesting that the applicative use is secondary and only allowed when the causative function is fulfilled. Similar behaviour is observed with verbs which display consonant gemination but which no longer correspond to an underived base verb and which do not have a primary applicative function. We listed some of these verbs in (51b) and (55) above. We showed in (62) that at least some of them are built on the extension *-ud-. Just like true causatives involving consonant gemination, they accept an extra beneficiary object, but without requiring the presence of a causee object, as shown in (63). The verb -kúlle ‘to sculpt’ takes the patient object ote ‘tree’ in (63a), while it accepts in (63b) the extra beneficiary object mwán ‘child’ without further morphological modification. The sentence in (63b) could not get the causative reading ‘my father makes the child sculpt a tree’. A similar behaviour is observed with intransitive verbs, such as -l´ellé ‘to shrink’, which occasionally take an internal object like mbyel ‘legs’ as in (64a). As seen in (64b), such verbs also accept an extra beneficiary object without further morphological modification.

(63) a. taar o-á-kúllé ó-te
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-sculpt NP3-tree
   ‘My father is sculpting a tree.’

   b. taar o-á-kúllé mó-án ó-te
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-sculpt(APPL) NP1-child NP3-tree
   ‘My father is sculpting a tree for the child.’

(64) a. taar o-á-lellé m-byéel
   father SM1-PRS.PROG-shrink NP9-leg
   ‘My father is checking his step (= is slowing down).’
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b. taar o-á-lélle mó-án m-byéél
father SM1-PRS.PROG-shrink(APPL) NP1-child NP9-leg
‘My father is checking his step for the child.’

As we mentioned earlier, the verb *külle is probably a reflex of *-kud-ud-. Even if the applicative suffix *-id- is not historically involved in the derivation of these verbs, they accept secondary applicative functions, because they are morphologically similar to true applicative verbs. The minor differences in the morphophonological realisation of the suffixes *-id- and *-ud- in Mbuun only become apparent in very specific contexts, for instance when the root vowel is /a/. Given that applicative morphology is still fully productive in Mbuun, in contrast to the lexicalized remains of *-ud-, the latter can easily be reanalysed as applicatives. This corroborates our analysis of consonant gemination in applicative verbs derived from -CV- roots, where the presence of a geminated /l/ can by no means be morphophonologically accounted for, see Section 2, examples in (9a). Hence, the secondary applicative use of historically non-applicative verbs is not so much the result of a true semantic extension from causative to applicative meaning, which underlies the causative/applicative syncretism in certain languages, as discussed in Section 6. It rather indicates that analogical extension made consonant gemination grammaticalize as a sign of applicative morphology.

9. Conclusions

The verb stem in Mbuun is limited to a maximum of two syllables. This had a considerable impact on the productivity of verbal derivation suffixes as well as on their ability to be added to a stem. The Proto-Bantu applicative suffix *-id- remained fully productive and can be combined with the reciprocal/associative suffix, due to its particular morphophonological realization. The applicative morpheme adopts a -CV structure instead of the more common -VC shape. The direct contact between the final root consonant and the consonant of the applicative suffix entails the full assimilation of the latter and results in a geminated consonant. In contrast to the high productivity of the applicative suffix, the Proto-Bantu long causative suffix *-ici- is only observable in the lexicon. It is no longer synchronically productive. Mbuun also has a series of causative verbs, which look morphophonologically like applicatives. All of them are derived from intransitive base verbs, which have “middle” semantics. The origin of this causative/applicative syncretism in Mbuun does not seem to be the outcome of semantic split, as is the case in many other languages of the world, but rather the result of a phonemic merger due to the convergent phonological evolution of two morphemes, which were originally distinct, namely the applicative suffix *-id- and the transitive reversive/separative suffix *-ud-.
The latter suffix, being less productive and more lexicalized than other verbal derivational suffixes in Bantu, displays a cross-linguistic variety of meanings which are more or less peripheral to its core reversive/separative meaning. The causative function that *-\textit{id}- fulfills in Mbuun is one of these secondary uses, which is also attested in other Bantu languages. It developed out of the transitivizing effect, which this suffix originally had in contrast to its intransitive counterpart *-\textit{uk}-. However, even if these applicative-like causatives are historically distinct from true applicatives built on *-\textit{id}-, most of them do adopt secondary applicative properties. This is due to the fact that the root final consonant gemination they manifest has become so strongly associated with the applicative. The grammaticalization of consonant gemination as a marker of applicative morphology is not only evidenced by the fact that causative verbs which are not applicative in origin may adopt an applied object, but also by the presence of a geminated consonant in applicative forms where it cannot be morphophonologically accounted for, such as -CV- roots.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>proto form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**</td>
<td>ungrammatical, non-existent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{APPL}</td>
<td>applicative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{APPL_CAUS}</td>
<td>applicative-like causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{CAUS}</td>
<td>causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{CONN}</td>
<td>connective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{FV}</td>
<td>final vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{LOC}</td>
<td>locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{MID}</td>
<td>middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{NP}_{x}</td>
<td>noun prefix of class x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{OM}_{x}</td>
<td>object marker of class x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{PROG}</td>
<td>progressive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{PRS}</td>
<td>present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textit{SM}_{x}</td>
<td>subject marker of class x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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